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Our!Mission!
Sandford(Talking(Shop(Ltd((‘Talking(Shop’)(aims(to(
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

create!a!space!where!everyone!is!welcome!!
provide!a!range!of!activities!and!services!that!meet!local!needs!
offer!a!rewarding!and!constructive!volunteer!programme!
build!local!skills!particularly!in!growing,!cooking!and!eating!healthy!food!!
provide!the!community!with!a!source!of!quality,!fresh,!local!produce!
support!independent!local!producers!!
run!a!community:owned,!economically!viable!project!with!all!surplus!fed!back!into!community!benefit!

Our!Values!
Talking!Shop!is!a!project!that!brings!people!together.!As!a!group!we!have!defined!how!we!look!after!each!
other!and!how!we!work!together.!

Open!to!everyone…!
Everyone!is!welcome!just!as!they!are.!Everyone!has!something!to!offer.!Everyone!has!a!say!and!a!right!to!
be!listened!to.!We!ensure!it!is!easy!to!get!involved.!

Support!each!other…!
We!respect!difference!and!embrace!diversity.!We!avoid!judgment.!We!encourage,!support!and!take!care!
of!each!other.!We!make!time!for!people.!We!allow!everyone!to!give!what!they!can,!when!they!can.!We!
recognise!every!effort!and!contribution.!!

Create!opportunities!to!learn…!
We!create!a!safe!space!to!build!confidence!and!skills.!We!enable!people!to!share!skills,!knowledge!and!
experience,!in!particular!across!generations.!We!build!local!partnerships!and!networks.!

For!the!community!for!the!long!term…!
We!are!committed!to!health,!good!food,!fair!prices!and!environmental!sustainability.!We!support!local!
producers.!We!actively!encourage!growth!and!fresh!starts!for!individuals!and!for!our!local!economy.!

Proud!to!do!the!best!we!can…!
We! provide! top! quality! customer! service,! products! and! resources.! We! are! valuable,! relevant! and!
meaningful!for!our!community.!We!achieve!the!most!when!we!work!together!and!have!fun!!

To!make!sure!we!can!all!play!our!part!
Talking(Shop(is(committed(to:((
•
•
•
•
•
•

providing!a!safe,!secure!environment!
respecting!confidentiality!
honesty!and!integrity!
being!responsible!and!reliable!
clear!structures!and!processes,!with!plenty!of!support!
transparency! in! decision:making! and! inclusion! through! information:sharing,! high! standards! and!
professionalism.!
!

!

Chair’s!Report!
2017/18!has!been!fantastic,!with!our!brilliant!volunteers!and!staff!working!hard!over!12!months!to!fit!the!
pieces!of!the!jigsaw!together,!giving!us!our!first!real!glimpse!of!the!full!potential!of!what!we!are!building!
at!Talking!Shop.!It!was!our!first!financial!year!of!full!weekday!opening,!with!a!more!comprehensive!range!
of!products!plus!equipment!plugged!in!and!working,!and!with!our!staff!hours!increased!to!better!meet!the!
project’s!needs.!As!we!anticipated,!with!our!doors!open!Monday!to!Saturday!we!have!been!able!to!offer!a!
more! consistent,! reliable! resource! and! we! have! seen! footfall,! takings,! volunteer! numbers! and! general!
awareness!of!us!build!as!a!direct!consequence!over!the!year.!!Inevitably,!this!has!come!with!an!increase!in!
operating!costs!to!a!level!probably!more!closely!reflecting!the!bills!we!will!need!to!meet!longer!term.!We!
decided!to!invest!in!increased!manager!time!and!their!imagination!and!hard!work!in!controlling!the!costs!
of!sales!means!our!accounts!remained!healthy!and!we’ve!kept!our!prices!affordable!for!customers.!The!
vital!scaling!up!of!the!past!year!was!only!possible!thanks!to!the!community!share!offer!investment!and!
the!capital!grant!we!secured!from!SODC.!That!external!funding!gave!us!the!crucial!firm!foundation!from!
which!our!staff!and!volunteer!teams!have!worked!incredibly!hard!to!achieve!fantastic!progress!this!year.!
Talking! Shop! is! a! project! with! two! equally! important! and! mutually! dependent! dimensions.! On! one! side!
there! is! what! we! offer! to! customers.! Our! teams! work! hard! to! bring! local! residents! access! to! a! valuable!
range! of! resources:! the! weekly! market,! shop,! café,! lunch! club,! food! surplus! café,! garden! team,! bike!
mechanic! clinics,! knit! &! stitch,! table! tennis! sessions,! our! monthly! leaflet! and! our! small! good! neighbour!
scheme.!On!the!other!side!there!is!our!structured!volunteering!programme!through!which!many!of!these!
activities!are!delivered.!This!is!intended!to!create!diverse!opportunities!for!lots!of!very!different!people!to!
reap!the!recognised!benefits!of!volunteering:!including!(in!the!words!of!the!NHS)!“Improved!quality!of!life.!
Better! ability! to! cope!with! ill! health.! Healthier! lifestyle.! Meeting! new! people.! Improved!self:esteem! &!
sense!of!purpose,”!as!well!as!gaining!real!skills!and!experience!for!a!pathway!into!work.!!
We’ve!seen!first!hand!this!year!the!transformational!potential!of!well:supported!volunteering!roles.!All!of!
our! paid! managers! and! volunteer! team:leaders! have! risen! to! the! significant! challenges! of! working! at! a!
greater!pace!this!year!with!inspiring!energy,!ideas,!warmth!&!empathy.!We!are!very!lucky!to!have!them!all.!
This!year!because!of!the!brilliant!people!involved!we!have!expanded!and!strengthened!our!reach!into!the!
community! for! both! customers! and! volunteers.! Volunteers! have! built! up! skills! and! confidence,! taking!
responsibility! for! cooking! and! running! the! shop! counter,! nurturing! friendly,! encouraging! peer! groups! to!
support! each! other! and! some,! excitingly,! taking! a! next! step! on! from! us! into! paid! work.! In! turn,! the!
atmosphere!of!friendship!and!support!between!the!volunteers!and!the!diversity!of!our!teams,!make!for!a!
warm!and!friendly!welcome!to!all!customers.!We!have!become!a!regular!drop:in!for!lots!of!local!people,!
including!vulnerable!or!isolated!residents!who!may!not!otherwise!get!much!company!in!their!day,!we’re!
also!a!valuable!resource!for!groups!hiring!the!hall!and!an!unexpected!treat!for!passers!by.!!
In!the!winter!when!the!snow!closed!roads,!schools!and!workplaces!the!value!of!our!local!hub!was!even!
more!apparent.!So!many!people!came!in!:!to!stock!up,!eat,!warm!up,!sit!for!as!long!as!they!wanted,!find!
some!neighbourly!help,!play!games,!read!the!papers,!fill!buckets!of!water!when!pipes!burst,!find!people!
with!time!to!give.!There!was!a!lot!of!laughing,!a!lot!of!new!connections!were!formed!and!we!all!enjoyed!
the!shared!community!experience.!As!a!customer!recently!wrote!of!Talking!Shop:!“[it!is]!the!social!hub!of!
our!village.!Always!open.!Always!welcoming.!This!sort!of!place!is!hard!to!find…!an!invaluable!space..”!!
I’m!very!proud!to!be!a!part!of!Talking!Shop!and!I’m!excited!about!the!year!to!come.!!
Abi!Johnson,!Chair!2017/18!
!

!

Community!Benefit!!
!

One!side!of!our!work!is!to!ensure!access!for!local!people!to!much:needed!
resources,!services,!social!opportunities!and!activities.!
!

The!Market!&!Café,!Saturdays!9am!to!midday!
The!weekly!market!is!the!oldest!strand!of!our!project.!
Set!up!in!2011!to!create!a!much:needed!social!hub,!
it!continues!to!thrive!7!years!on!and!offers!a!source!
of!good!affordable!local!produce,!an!incubator!space!
for!new!micro!businesses!and!a!vital!route!to!market!
for!local!producers.!!
Each!market/café!is!still!the!result!of!about!80!hours’!
work.!Most!of!this!is!donated!volunteer!time!and!the!
team! was! coordinated! and! supported! throughout!
this! year! with! great! kindness! and! commitment! by!
our!Market!Coordinator,!Louise.!About!15!volunteers!
work! every! Saturday,! ranging! in! age! from! teens! to!
80+.! This! year! we! welcomed! a! good! number! of!
young!DofE!volunteers!to!our!teams!of!regulars!too.!

!
!
Each! week! volunteers! start! at! 7.30am! to! get! the!
market!set!up,!café!and!stall!teams!arrive!from!8!for!
the! first! shift! and! handover! at! 10.15! to! the! second!
shift!who!work!until!everything!is!cleared!away!after!
the! market! closes.! They! serve! about! 100:140!
customers! each! week,! hundreds! of! coffees,! plates!
and! plates! of! bacon! &! egg! baps,! newspapers! and!
fresh! produce,! all! of! it! delivered! with! a! smile! and! a!
personal! interaction! you! just! won’t! get! in! the!
supermarkets.!!
This! year,! again,! the! team! ran! a! series! of! very!
popular! special! markets,! with! extra! guest! stalls! and!
activities,!including!the!annual!apple!pressing!market!
and!the!Christmas!craft!and!food!fairs.!

!
!

The!Weekday!Shop!&!Café,!Monday!to!Friday!9.30am!to!5pm!
Opening! our! doors! throughout! the! week! has!
allowed! us! to! expand! into! what! we! really!
wanted! to! offer,! a! friendly! welcoming! space!
open!every!day!for!anyone!to!drop!in.!We!run!a!
café! serving! cakes! and! drinks! all! day! and! lunch!
from!midday!to!2.!We!aim!to!provide!nourishing,!
tasty! food! at! low! prices.! Our! menu! range! is!
cooked! in! house! and! our! amazing! cakes! are!
homebaked! by! our! talented! and! tireless!
volunteer,!Anne!Pitson.!!
!

A! key! weapon! in! our! battle! to! keep! café! prices!
low! this! year! was! the! start! of! a! weekly! delivery!
of!food!from!the!brilliant!Oxford!Food!Bank.!Our!
cooking! teams! now! make! fantastic! soups! and!
specials!from!ingredients,!often!fresh!and!always!
still! great! to! use,! that! would! otherwise! be!
thrown!away!by!restaurants!and!supermarkets!in!
the! city.! This! has! been! vital! in! enabling! us! to!
absorb! increasing! operating! costs! and! our! new!
liability! to! charge! VAT! while! keeping! a! good!
selection!of!lunches!around!the!£3/4!mark.!

!!
!
Through! the! shop! we! aim! to! provide! a! convenient!
resource! that! caters! to! all! budgets,! as! useful! for! when!
you!run!out!of!milk,!need!to!top!up!a!weekly!shop,!buy!a!
present!or!get!something!for!supper!as!it!is!need!to!shop!
somewhere! smaller! and! closer! than! the! supermarket.!
We! consciously! sell! the! daily! staples! at! prices! that!
compete! with! the! big! shops! and! we! have! a! good! range!
of! popular! named! brands! as! well! as! produce! from!
independent!and!local!producers.!We!try!where!we!can!
to!offer!refills!(so!far,!eggs!and!a!good!selection!of!SESI!
cleaning!products)!so!as!to!reduce!packaging!waste.!
We’re! very! aware! that! our! community! encompasses! a!
wide! range! of! tastes! and! needs! and! we! continue! to!
invite! feedback! from! our! customers! so! that! we! can! put!
our!shelf!space!to!best!use.!!We!recently!added!shelves!
for! fresh! produce! and! we’ve! been! surveying! customers!
on! what! fruit! and! veg! they’d! like! us! to! stock.! We! now!
also!have!a!full!year’s!data!of!stock!sales!that!our!teams!
are!using!to!inform!future!buying!decisions.!!

!

!

And! the! other! wonderful! stuff…! Outside! of! the! city! the! opportunities! to! join! or! learn!
something!new!can!be!limited!particularly!for!those!with!poor!mobility,!limited!budgets!or!for!those!who!
are!reliant!on!limited!public!transport.!Well!aware!of!this!gap!Talking!Shop!volunteers!set!up!and!run!a!
fantastic! array! of! activities,! services! and! clubs! for! the! local! community:! things! they! enjoy! doing! and!
wanted!to!share,!ways!to!bring!people!together.!!
This! year! the!

Talking! Lunch! Club!

continued!to!invite!residents!each!month!to!book!
their! place! at! a! beautiful! sit! down! two:course!
meal.! It’s! a! valuable! opportunity! for! adults! of! all!
ages!to!get!together!and!be!treated!to!some!very!
special!home!cooking.!A!huge!amount!of!thought!
and!work!goes!into!every!lunch:!fresh!flowers!and!
table! cloths,! changing! menus,! a! raffle! with! great!
prizes,!speeches!and!care!to!make!sure!everyone!
enjoys!good!company!and!conversation.!!

The! Food! Surplus! Café! is! a! drop! in! ‘pay!

!
Our! Table!

Tennis! volunteers! are! another!

friendly!bunch.!They!run!weekly!sessions!open!to!
anyone! and! their! players! this! year! ranged! in! age!
from! their! teens! to! 70+.! They! run! competitive!
teams!and!had!some!great!successes!this!summer:!
their!A!Team!won!Division!4!of!the!Didcot!league!
(they’ll!be!playing!in!Division!2!in!the!coming!year)!
and! the! B:Team! played! well! too,! concentrating!
on! developing! players.! They! welcome! new!
players! with! or! without! experience! and! make!
time! each! week! to! coach! and! support! anyone!
starting!up.!!They’re!hoping!to!set!up!a!dedicated!
session!for!new!younger!players!this!year.!!

what! you! can’! lunch! run!once! a! month! from! our!
space.! Volunteers! go! to! the! Oxford! Food! Bank!
depot!in!Botley!and!choose!ingredients!from!the!
range! of! surplus! food! collected! from! the! city’s!
restaurants! and! supermarkets.! They! devise! a!
menu! of! several! main! courses! and! desserts,!
which!the!wider!team!prepares!and!cooks!up!the!
next! day.! It’s! a! very! sociable,! popular! lunch,!
bringing!lots!of!very!different!people!together!to!
feast!for!whatever!donation!works!for!them!that!
day.!
!

!
!

!

!
Our!Knit!&!Stitch!Group!meet!weekly!in!our!
café!for!a!couple!of!hours,!sharing!stitching!skills!
and!challenges!over!hot!drinks!and!home!cooked!
cake.!The!group!is!open!to!anyone!to!drop!by!and!
join!them.!!
Our!Good!Neighbour!Scheme,!small!at!
present! but! hugely! valuable! to! those! involved,!
has! volunteers! visiting! housebound! residents! at!
home! bringing! friendly! conversation! and! regular!
company! or! bringing! people! down! for! lunch! in!
our!café,!a!welcome!sociable!trip!out.!!
!
Our!Bike!Mechanics,! Spoke!Shop,!continued!

!
The!

Talking! Garden!

to! share! their! knowledge! and! skills! with! new!
volunteers! and! our! local! cyclists! throughout! this!
year.! They! run! regular! clinics! at! the! Saturday!
market! carrying! out! check! ups! and! basic! repairs!
at! really! good! prices.! They’re! a! wealth! of! cycling!
know! how! and! an! really! friendly! approachable!
group.! Cyclists! pop! down! for! a! chat! even! when!
their! bike! is! in! top! shape.! This! year! the! team!
moved!their!kit!into!their!exciting!new!workshop!
and! in! this! coming! year! we! will! see! what!
opportunities! this! new! space! creates! for! wider!
skills!sharing.!!!!

team! work! every!

Monday,! whatever! the! weather,! with! a! lot! of!
laughs! and! inspiring! hard! graft.! Over! the! years!
they!have!turned!our!small!project!garden!from!a!
rubble! pile! into! a! beautiful! productive! plot,! with!
flowers,! fruit,! veg! and! lovely! spaces! to! sit.! This!
year! they! started! to! work! more! closely! with! the!
café!team!to!plan!their!growing!with!the!menu!in!
mind.! They! overcome! the! endless! challenges! of!
our! small,! often! shaded! plot! and! the!
unpredictable! weather! and! this! year! they! fed! an!
impressive! array! of! produce,! flowers! and! plants!
into!the!kitchen!and!onto!the!shop!shelves.!!
And!none!of!this!would!be!half!what!it!is!if!no!one!knew!it!was!going!on!!Our!brilliant! Leafleteers!pound!the!
streets!of!Sandford,!Littlemore,!Rosehill!and!Kennington!every!month,!rain!or!shine,!30!of!them!delivering!about!
1700! leaflets! door! to! door.! This! often! unseen! role! is! vital.! We! know! that! this! friendly! delivery! of! an! old! world!
piece!of!communication,!means!a!huge!amount!to!lots!of!people.!!

!

!

Community!Benefit!!
!

The!other!side!of!our!work!is!a!structured,!supported!volunteering!
programme,!meaning!our!shop!and!café!are!much!more!than!a!
conventional!enterprise,!making!them!an!opportunity!for!local!people!to!
learn,!develop!skills!and!build!confidence.!!
!
We!offer!a!number!of!supported!volunteering!roles!in!each!of!our!shifts!in!the!shop!and!cafe.!People!can!work!in!
the!kitchen,!on!the!shop!counter,!in!cooking!teams!or!try!a!variety.!They!can!learn!to!use!the!till,!make!espresso!
coffees,!maintain!and!manage!the!stock.!!We!have!two!paid!weekday!managers!who!lead!the!teams!of!volunteers,!
supporting! everyone! to! work! at! their! own! pace,! identifying! personal! goals! with! individuals! and! reflecting! with!
them!on!progress!in!written!Learning!Records.!!
People!volunteer!for!many!different!reasons!and!we!welcome!them!all.!We!continued!to!benefit!this!year!from!
the!fantastic!skills,!energy,!time!and!commitment!of!a!very!varied!team!of!local!people,!of!all!ages,!backgrounds,!
experience,!some!retired,!some!working,!some!caring!for!families.!As!the!shape!of!their!lives!change!from!year!to!
year!so!they!may!be!able!to!give!more!or!less!time!but!we!can!always!find!a!role!to!fit!the!contribution!people!
want! to! make.! We! have! over! 100! volunteers! registered! with! us! and! this! fantastic! diverse! cast! of! personalities!
makes!getting!involved!a!huge!amount!of!fun.!!
We!have!seen!this!year!how!volunteering!with!us!offers!a!wonderful!introduction!to!the!community!for!people!
newly! moving! into! the! area:! a! way! to! meet! neighbours! and! find! out! what’s! going! on! while! making! a! really!
valuable!contribution.!We’ve!seen!how!our!teams!(including!our!brilliant!Garden!Team)!can!offer!a!way!in!too!for!
people! arriving! from! a! different! country,! with! little! English:! setting! to! work! with! a! friendly! team! is! a! great!
opportunity!for!immersion!learning.!!This!coming!year!we!will!be!working!on!how!best!to!support!young!adults!
who,!for!various!reasons!might!not!be!well!served!by!mainstream!education,!and!learning!how!we!can!help!them!
to! gain! key! skills! and! work! experience! as! well! as! boosting! confidence! and! a! sense! of! possibility,! trust! and!
responsibility.!!
With!the!support!of!mental!health!professionals!at!Littlemore!Mental!Health!Centre!and!local!charity!Restore!we!
have! been! able! to! establish! ourselves! as! a! valuable! resource! for! people! managing! their! recovery.! ! Where!
appropriate! we! can! offer! a! next! step! for! people! after! therapeutic! work! placements,! somewhere! people! can!
continue! to! work! towards! their! goals! and! build! the! skills! and! confidence! to! find! paid! employment.! For! other!
volunteers! we! aim! to! offer! roles! with! enough! variety,! progress! and! possibility! that! they! can! enjoy! volunteering!
with!us!for!many!years.!!
We! have! seen! in! 2017/18! how! we! can! offer! a! significant! resource! for! volunteers! and! we! have! seen! how! those!
volunteers!in!turn!make!Talking!Shop!a!space!with!a!particularly!warm!welcome!and!an!unusually!diverse!reach.!
Volunteers! this! year! have! left! us! to! take! up! paid! work! and! college! places.! Lots! of! others! have! become! very!
confident!and!capable!in!a!wide!variety!of!roles.!All!of!them!help!to!welcome!and!support!new!volunteers.!In!the!
coming!year!we!will!be!working!hard!to!strengthen!and!grow!what!we!offer!volunteers,!exploring!opportunities!
for!accredited!learning!and!developing!our!own!ongoing!training!programmes.!!!
Our!volunteering!programme!is!a!success!in!very!large!part!because!of!the!fantastic!managers!we!have.!In!the!
coming!year!we!will!be!working!to!ensure!opportunities!for!their!professional!development!and!training,!and!
working!with!them!to!keep!their!roles!interesting!and!rewarding.!!

!
!

Board!of!Directors!2017/18!
!
Abi!Johnson!(Chair),!Dawn!McGinness!(Treasurer),!Gina!Ashburner!,!Alison!Bell!!
Kurt!Moxley!(resigned!March!2018),!Clare!Oxenbury!Palmer!(resigned!November!2017)!
Anita!LIghtstone!(Secretary)!
Board!members!co,opted!since!end!of!Financial!Year:!
Clare!Wakeham!(April!2018)!
!

Our!Thanks!
!
!

As!ever,!the!loudest!shout!of!thanks!goes!to!Talking!Shop’s!incredible,!
inspiring!volunteers.!Thank!you!!
!

!
To!Our!Local!Partners,!Supporters,!External!Consultants!
Broken!Spoke!Cooperative,!Good!Food!Oxford,!Locality!,!Mental!health!teams!at!Littlemore!
Neal!Howard!Ltd!(Business!development!support),!OCVA,!Oxford!Academy,!Oxfordshire!CAG!Network!!
Oxford!Community!Markets!(OCM),!Oxford!Food!Bank,!Oxfordshire!Learning!Network,!Restore!!
Sainsburys!Heyford!Hill!Community!Team,!Sandford!on!Thames!Parish!Council,!!
Sandford!on!Thames!Village!Hall!Committee,!The!Nature!Effect!(garden!skills!workshops)!
Volunteer!Link!Up!(for!our!Good!Neighbour!Scheme)!

!
And!To!Our!Fantastic!Local!Suppliers!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
www.sandfordtalkingshop.org!
Shop!&!Café!at!Talking!Shop!
The!Village!Hall,!Henley!Road,!Sandford=on=Thames,!OX4!4YN!
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